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Abstract
Spatial and seasonal West Nile virus (WNV) transmission risk was assessed
throughout Montana with Geographic Information System (GIS) models based on the
temperature threshold below which virus development will not proceed in Cx. tarsalis.
The model used maximum, minimum, and average daily temperature data; a degree day
modeling derivation that produced West Nile virus development units (WDU); and
varying time-scales throughout June, July, August, and September. A temperature of
12.6 °C maintained for 107.7 degree days (dd) was utilized as the point of zero virus
development and was based on the extrinsic incubation period (EIP) or the average
amount of time between a female Cx. tarsalis imbibing an infectious bloodmeal and
transmitting the virus. The models were produced to evaluate transmission risk on
monthly scales and multi-month additive scales that utilize accumulated monthly WDUs.
Overall, the models based on average temperature data showed higher correlation to
Cx. tarsalis prevalence and West Nile virus human infection than their corresponding
maximum or minimum temperature based WDU models. The models also showed an
increasing risk of virus transmission throughout Montana from west to east and an
absence of transmission in areas of cooler daily temperatures. By the end of September
about 82% of the state was determined to be viable for West Nile virus transmission
while approximately 87% of the state was determined to be at risk of virus transmission
by the end of august when peak risk occurs. Further improvements to the present
models may arise from utilizing additional Cx. tarsalis trapping data from varying years
or by incorporating population and travel density throughout state counties in order to
better depict county counts of West Nile virus human infection. In brief, this study
assesses the thermal and temporal effects on WNV transmission throughout Montana
and provides a guide for WNV prevention.
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Introduction:

West Nile Virus (WNV; family Flaviviridae, genus Flavivirus) is a potentially
debilitating and fatal mosquito-borne disease that was first discovered in Uganda in
1937, and has recently emerged as a health threat to North America (Tachiiri et al. 2006,
Johnson et al. 2010). After the initial disease outbreak in New York City in 1999, WNV
has spread widely and quickly across North America to every contiguous American state
and much of the North American continent while affecting the health of humans,
domestic animals, and wildlife (Komar et al. 2003). In Montana, the first appearance of
WNV was discovered in 2002 in infected birds and since then there have been a total of
508 reported human infections that have resulted in nine deaths (MT DPHHS). Multiple
dispersal agents were likely involved in the rapid movement of the virus across the
continent, including infectious migratory and resident birds, dispersing mosquitoes, and
human-assisted mosquito movement such as mosquitoes moved through cargo
containers, trains, trucks, and airplanes (Marra et al. 2004). Currently, WNV in North
America has been recorded from New York to California and from Canada into tropical
America, and therefore it theoretically must be able to disperse under a variety of
temperature regimens (Reisen et al. 2006).
Furthermore, WNV is an arbovirus which relies on arthropod vectors for
transmission among hosts. Mosquitoes have been determined to be the main vectors
and currently 43 mosquito species have been found positive for WNV (Marra et al.
2004). Yet, mosquito species differ with regard to their competence; or the
effectiveness with which they can become infected, replicate the virus, and transmit the
virus to subsequent hosts (Marra et al. 2004). The genus Culex appears to be the main
vectors implicated in the amplification cycle of WNV with Culex tarsalis Coquillett (Cx.
tarsalis) emerging as the primary rural vector throughout the western United States
(Resien et al. 2006, Marra et al. 2004). Accordingly, the cycle of transmission consists of
mosquito vectors, bird reservoirs, and large mammal incidental dead-end hosts such as
humans and horses. Infected mosquitoes will feed on birds and infect them with the
Brian L. Murphy
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virus or alternatively birds infected with the virus are bitten by non-infected mosquitoes
that consequently become viremic and pass the virus on to their offspring or other birds
they feed upon. This results in amplified levels of WNV throughout bird and mosquito
populations because this cycle may be repeated multiple times throughout a WNV
season. Host species vary in their ability to infect mosquitoes because hosts differ in
their level of viremia, or the amount of a virus that replicates and circulates throughout
their blood. Therefore, several vertebrate hosts, such as humans and horses, are
considered reproductive dead ends because they do not typically accumulate the virus
at sufficient concentrations to infect mosquitoes (Marra et al. 2004). Currently, viremic
birds are presumed to be the main dispersal agents of WNV; and based upon WNV
outbreak in North America, Culex mosquitoes pose a very high risk for transmitting the
virus to birds and humans (Marra et al. 2004, Tachiiri et al. 2006). In fact, researchers
know that WNV has killed tens of the thousands of birds although in actuality they
suspect the virus has killed 10 to 100 times that many (Marra et al. 2004). Therefore,
insight on Culex tarsalis, WNV competent bird species, and the environmental/climactic
parameters that dictate WNV transmission will help to better understand the
transmission factors of WNV and human infection risks.
Given the size and varied landscape of North America, WNV propagates and
amplifies through a number of different species assemblages (vector and host) and
under a variety of environmental conditions. The distribution of competent vectors
shares underlying factors with the viruses’ distribution. For example, the distribution of
mosquito breeding sites depends on suitable habitat and local climatic conditions that
include temperature, humidity, precipitation, wind patterns, incident radiation, and
seasonal weather patterns (Marra et al. 2004). Most arboviruses, including WNV,
depend on arthropods for transmission among their hosts, and thus temperate
epidemics often occur in the summer and fall when mosquito and tick populations are
at their highest levels (Marra et al. 2004). Therefore, insight on climatic factors that
drive mosquito reproductive success also indicates suitable conditions for virus
replication and transmission. For that reason, epidemics of WNV may be preceded by a
Brian L. Murphy
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particular series of climatic events. These events in turn indicate the abiotic conditions
that influence where and when WNV flourishes in vector and reservoir hosts (Marra et
al. 2004). While many climatic conditions affect the reproduction rate, mortality rate,
growth and development of Cx. tarsalis, temperature is an essential abiotic factor
regarding the success of mosquito populations. This is because mosquitoes are unable
to regulate their body temperature and are thus dependent on the temperature of their
surroundings for warmth, reproduction and growth (Tachiiri et al. 2006). Demographic
rates of mosquito vectors are therefore sensitive to variation in temperature as cold
temperatures induce mortality or diapause, slow development rates, or reduce hostseeking activity (Ostfeld et al. 2005).
Additionally, warm temperatures are also needed for proper WNV development
and replication in Cx. tarsalis. The relationship between temperature and virus
replication, amplification, and concentration can best be described by the extrinsic
incubation period (EIP) of Cx. tarsalis, or the time from ingestion of an infectious bloodmeal until a mosquito is capable of transmitting an acquired arbovirus (Reisen et al.
2006). Reisen et al determined that WNV activity does not commence in Cx. tarsalis
until the EIP decreased in duration to a point where the virus could be transmitted
within two gonotrophic cycles. Like most mosquitoes, female Cx. tarsalis require a
blood-meal in order for the eggs in the ovaries to develop. While blood digestion takes
place, the eggs mature and the gravid female is ready to search for a suitable habitat to
lay her eggs by the time digestion is complete. This process of blood-feeding, egg
maturation and oviposition (laying eggs) is repeated several times throughout a female’s
life-cycle and is referred to as the gonotrophic cycle (Charlwood et al. 2003).
Consequently, blood-meal and oviposition alternate regularly and the length of the
gonotrophic cycle depends on external temperature (Charlwood et al. 2003). As a
result, temperature regulates not only the reproduction rate of Cx. tarsal but also the
replication rate of WNV. The EIP is thus an important parameter in measures of
vectortorial capacity and virus transmission rate. Furthermore, not only does the NY99
WNV strain require warm temperatures for efficient transmission, but the mean titer of
Brian L. Murphy
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WNV per infected female also increases significantly as a function of time and
incubation temperature. Therefore, females held at warm temperatures have
significantly higher WNV titer in mosquito bodies than those held at cool temperatures,
reflecting the accelerated growth of virus at warm temperatures (Reisen et al. 2006).
Thus, not only do females have a shorter EIP at higher temperatures but they also
contain greater titers of WNV and expectorate more virus than females held at cooler
temperature (Reisen et al. 2006).
Because temperature is known to affect the WNV infection rate (Tachiiri et al.
2006), review of historical climatic data gives strong indication of virus outbreaks due to
the thermal regulation of vector populations. As WNV moved across the United States
and North America the virus always dispersed into new areas during years with above
normal temperatures (Reisen et al. 2006). During the following years, virus
amplification occurred during summers with above-normal or average temperatures,
while subsequent cool summers were associated with decreased or delayed virus
activity, especially at northern latitudes (Reisen et al. 2006). Likewise, temperatures in
the United States during epidemic summers indicated that WNV dispersal and resulting
epicenters were linked closely to above-average summer temperatures (Reisen et al.
2006). The rate of virus replication within a susceptible mosquito vector and therefore
the duration of the EIP can be defined by a degree-day (DD) temperature model using a
regression function generated from experimental infection data. When combined with
degree-day estimates of the duration of the mosquito gonotrophic cycle the temporal
changes in the effectiveness of transmission essentially delineate the seasonality of
virus activity (Reisen et al. 2006).
Models based upon a degree days require a spatially explicit approach in order
to develop risk maps for particular geographical areas (Ostfeld et al. 2005). In most
cases, the probability of transmission declines with distance from an infected host. As a
consequence, factors affecting the spatial positions of pathogens, hosts, and vectors,
and their probability of close encounter, are fundamentally important to disease
Brian L. Murphy
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dynamics. Spatial epidemiology has arisen as the principle scientific discipline devoted
to understanding the causes and consequences of spatial heterogeneity in infectious
diseases, particularly in zoonoses, or diseases that are transmitted to humans from nonhuman vertebrate reservoirs (Ostfeld et al. 2005). Russian parasitologist, Yevgeny
Nikanorovich Pavlovsky, first coined the term landscape epidemiology in the 1930s
which consists of three basic observations. First, diseases tend to be limited
geographically; second, this spatial variation arises from underlying variation in the
physical and/or biological conditions that support the pathogen and its vectors and
reservoirs; and third, if those abiotic and biotic conditions can be delimited on maps,
then both coexistent risk and future change in risk should be predictable (Ostfeld et al.
2005). Therefore, the dependence of vectors on specific abiotic conditions, combined
with advances in remote sensing and mapping variation in abiotic conditions, has
stimulated efforts to create risk maps for vector-borne diseases (Ostfeld et al. 2005).
Computer modeling of the abiotic conditions that regulate virus replication, such as
temperature, may yield insight into WNV’s distribution and prevalence across space and
time and thus inform management strategies (Marra et al. 2004).
In many areas of North America, dead corvids and mosquito populations are
monitored during the WNV season, and act as an early warning system for human
infections (Tachiiri et al. 2006). This spatial risk assessment of WNV, based on mosquito
and bird distributions can help identify areas that are at greatest risk (Tachiiri et al.
2006). Geographic Information Systems (GIS) software and geostatistical analysis
provide an effective solution to this problem by enabling interpolation of mosquito and
bird populations in areas with no observation based on measured data from existing
studies. Spatially and temporally continuous datasets such as vegetation cover,
temperature and rainfall, all of which are important elements of mosquito population
dynamics, are also commonly modeled using interpolation methods (Tachiiri et al.
2006). Mathematical models of mosquito populations are useful tools in assessing the
effectiveness of control strategies, understanding the mechanisms underlying mosquito
life cycles and population dynamics, and indicating areas requiring additional research
Brian L. Murphy
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(Eisenberg et al. 1995). However, mosquito abundance data can be highly uncertain
because of discrepancies between the empirical data (e.g., traps that sample a subset of
the population) and the actual number of mosquitoes present in nature. These
discrepancies occur because of trap placement and type, and the impact of weather on
mosquito activity. The movement of a trap several meters may considerably change the
numbers of mosquitoes captured (Eisenberg et al. 1995). Because the inherent nature
of trap data leads to large uncertainty in abundance estimations, a modeling approach
utilizing information contained from broad seasonal patterns of abundance, such as the
variability of temperature and its regulation of Cx. tarsalis populations and WNV
transmission, may be more favorable. The temperature based models can then be
validated by trap site collection data and human WNV infection count data.
Historically, the distributions of mosquito-borne encephalitis outbreaks in North
America have been delineated by temperature. For example, Western Equine
Encephalitis Virus (WEEV) has predominated as the major etiological agent in the north,
while the Saint Louis Encephalitis Virus (SLEV) has prevailed in the south. These spatial
distributions have both been well supported and delineated by the use of DD modeling
of the extrinsic incubation period in Cx. tarsalis (Reisen et al. 2006). Further thermal
mapping practices have also been utilized to assess the seasonal risk of WNV in some
Canadian provinces. Health agencies in those provinces are now producing temporal or
seasonal maps using temperature data to predict mosquito abundance. The current
models consider a degree-day model having a single base temperature value over which
a mosquito growth progresses and a degree-day accumulation algorithm that uses the
condition under which one generation of adult mosquitoes emerge. These degree day
models thus define areas as the products of excess temperature above the base
temperature and the number of days with temperature excess. The surplus
temperature and days are compiled as DD heat units and account for the entire life of
the mosquito (Tachiiri et al. 2006). This approach has been applied to the study of
simulation models of various kinds and is often referred to as regional sensitivity
analysis (Eisenberg et al. 1995).
Brian L. Murphy
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Accordingly, I used a DD modeling approach in order to calculate available
thermal energy for Cx. tarsalis and WNV development throughout Montana. However, I
further analyzed risk distribution throughout the state by deriving West Nile
Development Units (WDUs) that are specific to the heat required for WNV to replicate
and transmit via Cx. tarsalis. WNV risk distribution can thus be determined for varying
time periods which in turn can essentially delineate the severity and seasonality of WNV
distribution for a given year. The WDU models were based upon the concept derived by
Vezzani and Carbajo (2005) in developing Heartworm Development Units to assess the
spatial and temporal transmission risk of heartworm microfilaria in Argentina. GIS can
be used to predict these disease occurrences and seasonality based on the climatic
characteristics of each individual area and the climatic requirements of each individual
parasitic species. These predictions can be extremely useful in supporting decisions for
disease intervention (Vezzani et al. 2005). Specifically, for WNV transmission a climate
that provides adequate temperature to allow replication of the virus up to the infective
titer concentration within the intermediate host is a pivotal prerequisite, and in
consequence dictates WNV seasonality. Laboratory studies indicate that female Cx.
tarsalis are capable of WNV transmission as early as five days past infection when kept
at a temperatures ranging from 26 – 30 °C (Reisen et al. 2006). Furthermore, at
temperatures below 12.6 °C WNV replication will not proceed. The heat required for
WNV development and transmission is 107.6 degree-days when the base temperature is
12.6 °C (Reisen et al. 2006) and these required DDs are referred to as the West Nile
Virus Development Units (WDUs).
Knowledge of seasonal activity patterns for the Cx. tarsalis vectors and WNV is
critical for both effective implementation of mosquito control measures and for the
ability to advise the public regarding critical time periods when the use of personal
protection measures, such as repellents, should be emphasized (Bolling et al. 2009).
Furthermore, potentially infected mosquito populations can be managed by developing
targeted control protocols and by altering how people manage, create, and reclaim
wetlands. Broadscale pesticide treatment of wetlands and other natural areas may
Brian L. Murphy
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harm humans and non-target organisms, but by acting wisely regarding the reclamation
of wetlands, the protection of natural areas, and the creation of protocols for land use
and development, managers can minimize suitable habitats for virus-carrying
mosquitoes (Marra et al. 2004).
My study explores the hypothesis that the wide distribution of WNV is
predictable across Montana because the virus replicates and is effectively transmitted
under a range of known ambient conditions. Also, due to observed WNV infections in
humans, horses, wildlife, and sentinel chickens in previous summers, climatic variation
within Montana has previously provided suitable thermal conditions for WNV epidemics
to occur within the state. Thus, the original aim of this work is to assess the thermal and
temporal effects on WNV transmission throughout Montana and to provide suggestions
for WNV prevention through accurately estimated statewide risk distributions.

Materials and Methods
Study Area
Montana is the fourth largest state within the United States and covers
approximately 381,154 square kilometers extending from 44° 21′ N to 49° N and 104° 2′
W to 116° 3′ W (Johnson et al. 2010). It is topographically diverse with habitats that
include mountain ranges, valleys, rolling tableland prairies, rocky buttes, and badlands
which are all intersected by rivers and interspersed with lakes. The state’s climate is as
equally varied as its topography and thus encompasses several climatic regions such as
semi-arid in the east to a modified northern Pacific coast climate west of the continental
divide (Caprio). Temperature variation is also observed throughout the state although
hot temperatures are not uncommon during the summer months of June, July, August,
and September with temperatures as high as 117 °F (47 °C) in eastern portions of the
state (Caprio). Additionally, Montana is rich in agriculture and thus is covered by
expansive farmland. Consequently, hot summer temperatures and irrigated farmlands
Brian L. Murphy
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create notable conditions for Cx. tarsalis and WNV development. These conditions
coupled with an expansive outdoor community and tourism industry creates a potential
threat of virus transmission and human infection.
Meteorological Data
Average monthly maximum and minimum temperature files were obtained
through the PRISM Climate Group. The downloaded ASCII files contained continuous
thermal data for the contiguous United States, including the months of June, July,
August, and September, and spanned each year from 1961-2010 accounting for 400
individual thermal files. The thermal data sets available through PRISM were created
using the PRISM (Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model)
climate mapping system. The system uses point measurements of temperature and
other climatic factors that included rain shadows, coastal effects, and temperature
inversions to produce continuous, digital grid estimates of monthly, yearly, and eventbased climatic parameters (PRISM 2004). PRISM data sets are recognized world-wide as
accurate, high quality spatial climate data sets and were therefore suitable for thermal
data analysis.
Mosquito Surveillance Data
Beginning in June and ending in August, mosquitoes were collected throughout
Montana by Carroll College West Nile virus researchers and adjunct trappers. Battery
powered miniature light traps (J.W. Hock, Gainesville, FL, USA) were utilized to trap
mosquitoes at each site and were supplemented with either CO2 from compressed gas
tanks or dry ice that was placed in a punctured cooler next to the light trap. While
adjunct trappers sent collected mosquitoes to the Carroll College laboratory throughout
the summer, only the trap sites collected by Carroll College or Fort Belknap College
students were utilized in the analysis because quality control and fixed trapping
techniques could only be assured for these trap sites. Therefore, in 2011, collections
from 21 trap sites spanning across Montana were utilized for analysis. Traps were
generally operated one night a week throughout the three month period and collections
Brian L. Murphy
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were stored and transported in coolers containing dry ice and blue ice in order to
preserve the mosquitoes and WNV within any potentially infected mosquitoes. Once
collections reached the Carroll College laboratory they were stored at -20°C for a
minimum of 24 hours. Cx. tarsalis were then separated from each collection and saved
for further laboratory analysis. Data was recorded for each collection and included the
trap site location, collection date, total number of Cx. tarsalis collected, and the total
number of all collected mosquitoes. Any discrepancies that interrupted a collection
were also noted. Discrepancies were defined as any occurrence that interfered with a
collection during a trap night and included weather interferences (e.g., rain), dead
batteries, or traps knocked down by the wind. Any collection that noted a discrepancy
was excluded from analysis because it would misrepresent a normal trap night and
would bias local Cx. tarsalis numbers. Trap site locations spanned the entire state and
represented various habitat locations, landscapes, and climatic zones in order to
produce a wide distribution of possible Cx. tarsalis habitat. Carroll College trap site
locations can be seen in Figure 1.
Human Infection Data
Human WNV infection data is collected throughout the year by the national
arboviral surveillance system of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(ArboNET CDC). Counts of wild bird, human, mosquito, sentinel bird, and veterinary
WNV cases are collected and are recorded at the county level. The United States
Geological Survey (USGS) publishes the data which can be accessed either as maps or
spreadsheets (USGS: WNV). Spreadsheets containing Montana human WNV cases in
2003 and 2007 were obtained from the USGS and used for analysis. Data for 2003 and
2007 were utilized because it represents the largest yearly counts of human WNV
infections for Montana.
Map Construction
Computer models were created that considered the temperature threshold
below which WNV development will not precede. The models utilized Montana
Brian L. Murphy
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maximum, minimum, and average monthly temperature data, Carroll College and Fort
Belknap College trap site locations, Cx. tarsalis numbers from the 2011 trapping season,
CDC ArboNET human WNV cases for 2003 and 2007, degree day (DD) analysis, and the
novel application of West Nile virus development unit (WDU) analysis which categorizes
the state into zones of potential transmission risk specific to WNV. All data adaptations
and calculations were done with Geographic Information Systems (GIS) using ESRI GIS
ArcView 10 software.
Thermal Data Preparations
Maximum and minimum temperature files were downloaded from PRISM, each file was
uncompressed using the 7-Zip application, and each filename was renamed to include
the .asc extension so that the GIS software would recognize the file type as ASCII. Each
file was then imported into ArcMap and converted into the proper format for data
analysis. First, each ASCII file was converted into raster format using the “ASCII to
Raster” conversion tool located in the raster toolset of the conversion toolbox. The files
were converted into raster format in order to utilize the data in further GIS applications
such as the Raster Calculator and Zonal Statistics/Histogram tools. The data type of the
output raster datasets were selected to keep the thermal layers as 32-bit floating point
files. This assured that the files contained a high level of accuracy within each cell value
and a higher resolution of pixel type. Next, the spatial projection was defined for each
maximum and minimum monthly temperature raster file. Projection information was
gathered from PRISM metadata which stated that the temperature files were created in
the U.S. military standard World Geodetic System 1972 (WGS 72) coordinate system.
Therefore, using the model builder application provided in ArcMap, each thermal raster
was defined so that the Arc View software would recognize the files projections as WGS
72. The files were kept in the WGS 72 datum rather than converting to the North
American Datum 1983 Montana State Plane (NAD 83 MT) projection in order to
maintain the integrity of the cell size and shape as well as the data they contain. This
ensured that later values derived from the thermal data such as DD’s and WDUs were
Brian L. Murphy
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accurate and not affected by the interpolation methods needed to adjust cell values
when converting to a new projection. It should also be noted that the PRISM thermal
files were developed using units of x100 °C because it allows cell values to contain more
significant figures and a higher level of precision than otherwise. Therefore, all raster
files were kept in units of x100 °C in order to ensure that all data derived from the
thermal layers would also have the highest level of precision. Consequently, all further
additive mathematic calculations using the thermal layers must account for the
multiplier and adjust all calculation values; calculations that must incorporate the
multiplier include the base temperature (TBase) subtraction in DD modeling and the
number of days required for transmission in the WDU modeling.
Temperature Model Development
Multiple average temperature files were created using the raw average monthly
maximum and minimum temperature files from PRISM. Thermal files were averaged for
each month in order to create raster layers illustrating the mean maximum, minimum,
and eventually average temperatures from 1961-2010 for June, July, August, and
September. These layers were then utilized for WDU assessment on individual month
long scales. Monthly scale models were then summed to create additive scales which
allowed WDU accumulation across the months of June, July, August, and September. All
raster calculations involved with temperature model development were calculated using
the raster calculator located in the map algebra toolset of the spatial analyst toolbox.
First, maximum and minimum temperature files were averaged across each decade
within 1961-2010 for each study month (June, July, August, and September). Therefore,
average minimum temperatures and average maximum temperatures were calculated
for each month (June, July, August, September) from 1961-1970, 1971-1980, 1981-1990,
1991-2000, and 2001-2010. This created a total of ten different decade long
temperature files for each of the four months creating a total of 40 files. The following
calculation illustrates an example of a decade long average monthly maximum
temperature for the month of June:
Brian L. Murphy
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Average monthly temperature files were then created for each decade by averaging the
maximum and minimum temperature files for each corresponding month and decade.
The following equation shows an example by computing the average temperature in
June from 1961-1970:

The average monthly mean temperature was calculated for each of the four months and
each of the five decades thus creating 20 additional temperature files.
The average maximum, minimum, and mean temperatures for each month were then
calculated for the entire 1961-2010 time period by averaging the decade long
temperature files for each individual month. The following equation displays the
calculation used to determine the June average maximum temperature from 19612010:

This calculated maximum, minimum, and average temperature files for each month
across the 50 year time span, thus creating twelve additional thermal files.
Degree Day Model Development
Degree day models for Cx. tarsalis WNV transmission indicate the possible areas of WNV
distribution across Montana based upon varying thermal and temporal conditions. The
degree day model illustrates potential transmission risks based upon climatic limitations
of the virus. Thermal availability dictates the virus’s ability to replicate and effectively
transmit based upon physiological restraints of the virus within a Cx. tarsalis
gonotrophic cycle.
Brian L. Murphy
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Normally, degree day models are created using average temperature values although
this analysis produced degree day models utilizing maximum, minimum, and average
temperature datasets so that potential WNV transmission could be illustrated under
normal (average) temperature conditions as well as under extreme (maximum and
minimum) circumstances.
In order to create degree day models for Cx. tarsalis based WNV transmission, the
maximum, minimum, and average temperature raster layers for June, July, August,
September were subtracted by the base temperature required for WNV development in
Cx. tarsalis using the raster calculator tool. A base temperature of 12.6 °C represents
the point of zero virus development in Cx. tarsalis (Resien et al. 2006), although the
value used in the degree day model calculations needed to be adjusted to account for
the x100 °C multiplier in the temperature data. Thus, using the raster calculator tool, a
base temperature of 1260 °C was subtracted from each monthly 1961-2010
temperature models. The following equation shows an example of a degree day model
calculation:

Each degree day model thus illustrates areas of potential WNV risk based upon the
temperature restrictions for virus transmission and whether the 50 year average
temperatures were elevated enough to support virus development within the Cx.
tarsalis gonotrophic cycle.
West Nile Virus Development Unit Model Development
West Nile Virus development unit (WDU) models utilize the thermal information
calculated by the DD models while considering the 107.6 degree days required for
possible WNV transmission by Cx. tarsalis. Because these models are specific to WNV
transmission via Cx. tarsalis the units developed were coined West Nile virus
development units (WDUs).
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Two different model designs were created that utilized the WDU approach. One design
analyzed WNV transmission on individual monthly scales while the other created an
additive modeling approach that assessed WDU accumulation throughout multiple
months.
The DD models were multiplied by their corresponding time scales in order to assess
whether an area can exceed the required amount of DDs (107.6) for virus transmission.
Therefore, the average DD temperature calculated for June would be multiplied by the
number of days within the month to determine the total number of WDUs accumulated
throughout the month at its average temperature. This same approach was utilized for
July, August and, September although each DD model was multiplied by the number of
days for each corresponding time period. Therefore, the July and August DD datasets
were multiplied by 31 days each while the September DD models were multiplied by 30
days. The following equation illustrates the calculation for determining WDUs for June:

The resulting models illustrate possible areas of WNV transmission based upon whether
the amount of WDUs equal or surpass the 107.6 WDU requirements. Although, because
the original thermal data was developed in units of x100 °C, the required amount of
WDUs must also be adjusted by the same multiplier thus 10760 WDUs are required for
WNV transmission within the generated models.
Additive models were also created to depict the amount of WDUs across the four month
period by adding monthly WDU models. For example, all of the WDU models for June,
July, August, and September were summed in order to illustrate the number of WDUs
accumulated throughout the entire summer.
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The additive model approach develops the amount of WDUs accumulated throughout
the summer based upon each individual month’s maximum, minimum, or average
temperature. Further additive models were created to model the number of WDUs
accumulated from June-July, June-August, and July-August.
The additive model approach gives a more realistic accumulation of WDUs throughout
the summer by taking into account monthly temperature variations rather than utilizing
one average temperature throughout the entire four month period.
Consequently, in all models the areas with larger values of WDUs display a greater
potential for larger Cx. tarsalis populations and a greater risk of WNV transmission than
areas of smaller values. All WDU models are symbolized using factors of the 107.6
WDUs required for WNV transmission. This also represents the extrinsic incubation
period (EIP) rate for Cx. tarsalis within an area and thus symbolizes the total potential
gonotrophic cycles a female mosquito may undergo during a given time period. This
symbology thus creates risk gradients that illustrate areas of higher Cx. tarsalis
prevalence, faster gonotrophic cycles, and higher WNV transmission risk.
Zonal Calculations
The zonal histogram and zonal statistics tools were utilized within the GIS software to
evaluate WDU distribution within each Montanan county. The zonal histogram tool,
which is located in the zonal toolset of the surface toolbox within ArcMap, creates a
table and histogram graph that shows the frequency distribution of cell input values for
each unique user defined zone (ESRI 2012). A shapefile representing Montana counties
was downloaded from the Montana Geographic Information Clearinghouse (MT NRIS)
and was used to distinguish user designed zones within the zonal histogram tool. The
zonal histogram tool thus calculated counts of cells within each EIP zone for each
Montana County. This allowed for county to county comparison based upon the
number of cells a county holds within each EIP range. The distribution of cells for each
county was then summed in order to determine the total number of cells within each
county. Cell counts per EIP zone for a county were then divided by the total number of
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cells within the county to determine the percentage of county area each EIP zone
occupies. Counties were then compared based upon the percentage of county area that
will sustain the varying EIP rates.
The zonal statistics tool is also located in the spatial analysis toolbox in ArcMap and
calculates statistics of a raster within the zones of another dataset. The Montana
county shapefile was again used to define zones for the WDU raster models and the cell
count, area, minimum value, maximum value, range, mean, standard deviation, and sum
of WDU models were calculated for each county. Only the June-September additive
model was analyzed using the zonal statistics and zonal histogram tools.
Statistics
Model Validation
The West Nile Virus development unit models were validated using Spearman’s Rank
correlation tests by determining if WDU values are correlated with observed mosquito
collection data and WNV human infection counts. The monthly and additive WDU
values extracted from the raster models were compared with the average numbers of
Cx. tarsalis collected per trap night at each site. Mosquito collection data from the 2011
trapping season was available through the Carroll College WNV research program and
was used to determine the number of Cx. tarsalis collected per trap night at each
location over varying periods of time. Trapping data was entered into Microsoft Excel
and the number of collected Cx. tarsalis at each trap site and the total number of trap
nights for each site was totaled for each month. The Cx. tarsalis summations were then
divided by the number of trap nights to determine the average number of Cx. tarsalis
per trap night for each trap site and for each month long period of time. An example of
a resultant value would state the average number of Cx. tarsalis collected per trap night
at the Ninepipe 1 trap site for the month of June. Furthermore, Carroll College and Fort
Belknap College trap site GPS coordinates were imported into ArcGIS using the add xy
data tool. The trap site locations were converted from WGS 1984 projection into WGS
1972 in order to coincide with the projection of the thermal layers. A shapefile was
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then created that contained the point location of each trap site. WDU values for trap
sites were obtained through the use of the “Extract Values by Points” tool located in the
extraction toolset of the spatial analyst toolset. The vector file containing trap site point
features designated the locations from which values from the WDU raster models were
extracted and the extracted values were exported into an Excel spreadsheet.
Spearman’s Rank Correlation tests were then conducted using the average Cx. tarsalis
per trap night data and the WDU values extracted for each trap site. This helped
determine whether higher temperatures on a monthly scale affect Cx. tarsalis numbers
and thus increase the potential risk for WNV development.
Additive Model validation also utilized Spearman’s Rank calculations by testing
for a relation between average monthly Cx. tarsalis per trap night values and trap site
WDU values. These models utilized mean Cx. tarsalis numbers over multiple months
and cumulative monthly WDU values. Cx. tarsalis numbers for the additive models were
determined by averaging the monthly Cx. tarsalis per trap night ratios while the
cumulative WDUs were calculated by summing monthly WDU models. Four additive
models were validated using the Spearman’s Rank approach and analyzed varying time
periods that included June-July, June-August, June-September, and July-August.
Consequently, average Cx. tarsalis per trap night data used in each correlation test
corresponded to the time period used in the model being validated. Additionally, only
trap sites that were collected in all months of a particular model were used for
correlation testing in order to assure Cx. tarsalis per trap night values spanning multiple
months were not biased by irregular monthly Cx. tarsalis data.
Zonal Calculation Analysis
Zonal statistics results were also validated utilizing the Spearman’s Rank correlation test
while the zonal histogram results were only used for comparing WDU distribution
between counties and determining the percentage of state area at risk; they were
therefore not statistically tested. Spearman’s Rank calculations tested for a correlation
between zonal statistics values and human WNV infection counts. Zonal statistics values
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representing the mean, sum, max, range, and standard deviation WDU quantities per
county were tested for relation to observed counts of human WNV infections per
county in 2003 and 2007; the human infection data from each year was tested
separately. Additionally, due to the trapping season concluding at the end of August, no
correlation testing transpired for the September monthly WDU models due to the
absence of September trapping data.

Results
WDU and Trap Site Correlation Testing
Monthly Models
Overall, the models based upon average monthly temperature data showed
higher correlation to Cx. tarsalis prevalence than their corresponding maximum or
minimum based WDU models with the exception of the June models. The June models
instead exhibited the highest correlation with maximum temperature WDU models.
The August average temperature model was determined to have the highest correlation
to Cx. tarsalis prevalence out of all of the monthly models. It exhibited a strong positive
correlation with an rs statistic value of 0.615, while the July average temperature model
also presented a positive correlation with an rs value of 0.526. All models based upon
June temperature data exhibited approximately no correlation to Cx. tarsalis
prevalence. The June, July, August, and September average temperature monthly
models are illustrated in figure 2.
Additive Models
In regards to the additive models, a similar trend was observed where the
models involving average temperature data showed higher correlation to local Cx.
tarsalis numbers than the maximum and minimum WDU models; although, models
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again utilizing June monthly data illustrated a higher correlation to Cx. tarsalis numbers
with maximum temperature based WDU models.
The July-August additive model showed the highest correlation out of all of the
additive models with an rs value of 0.454, indicating a weaker correlation to Cx. tarsalis
occurrence than the monthly WDU models. Figure 3 displays the June – September
additive models developed using average temperature data.

Table 1: Calculated rs values for each model tested for relation to Cx. tarsalis
occurrence. Highlighted values indicate which temperature input resulted in the largest
correlation value for each time step. The rs values must be greater than their
corresponding critical values in order to conclude a positive correlation.
rs Value
Model Type

Monthly

Additive

Critical Value

JUNE

Avg
Temperature
-0.068

JULY

0.526

0.470

0.463

0.447

AUG

0.615

0.522

0.473

0.447

JUNE-AUG

0.252

0.245

-0.161

0.587

JUNE-SEPT

0.224

0.245

-0.203

0.587

JULY-AUG

0.454

0.261

0.4070

0.435

Time Step

Max Temperature

Min Temperature

Avg, Max, and Min

-0.061

-0.068

0.587

Zonal Calculations
Mean County WDU and WNV Human Incidence
While the zonal statistics tool calculated various statistical values based upon
WDUs in each county, the mean WDU per county values proved to be the most highly
correlated to human WNV infection counts per county. Spearman’s Rank testing
determined that the average county WDU values from the June – September additive
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model are strongly correlated to the WNV human incidence per county data for 2003,
2007, and both years combined. The mean county WDU values most strongly correlated
to the 2003 human infection data with an rs value of 0.688, although the combined 2003
and 2007 infection counts held an rs value of 0.67 and therefore also displayed a strong
correlation. Additionally, the 2007 human WNV infection counts showed strong
correlation to the mean county WDU values although had a smaller rs value than the
other yearly human infection data.

Table 2: Indicates the year of WNV human infection data used in the Spearman’s Rank
analysis and the resulting rs value. The critical value is also included and designates the
value the rs value must exceed in order to confirm correlation.
WNV Human Infection Data (Year)

rs Value

Critical Value

2003
2007
2003 + 2007

0.688
0.531
0.666

0.264
0.264
0.264

WDU County EIP Histogram
The zonal histogram tool displayed the distribution of EIP zones across a county’s
area by determining the amount of cells within each EIP zone for each county. Counties
with larger percentages of area in the higher EIP zones corresponded to higher WNV
Human cases in 2003 and 2007 than counties with area distribution mainly in the lower
EIP ranges. The counties that exhibited the largest amounts of human infection in 2003
and 2007 held most of their land area within the top 4 zones, especially within the EIP
zones of 538-645.6, 645.6-753.25, 753.25-860.8 WDUs.
Additionally, the histogram results indicated the percentage of state area that is
at risk of virus transmission for each model. The monthly models determine percent
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area at risk and percent area of no risk based only upon the amount of thermal
availability for each individual month while the additive models account for
accumulated thermal availability across the entire time step.

Table 3: Shows the percent area of Montana at risk of WNV transmission based upon
WDUs for each model.
Montana
Model Type

Monthly

Additive

Time Step
June
July
August
September
June - July
June - Aug
June - Sept

Percent Area at Risk
47.47
80.71
77.85
0.02
78.99
86.92
82.47

Percent Area not at Risk
52.53
19.29
22.15
99.98
21.01
13.08
17.53

The July monthly model predicted the largest percentage of state area
susceptible for WNV transmission with about 80% of the state at risk. Likewise, the
September model predicts the virus to be virtually absent with only 0.02% of the state
at risk for virus transmission. Risk distribution for both July and September is illustrated
by their corresponding monthly models in figure 2. All area with an accumulation of
107.6 WDUs or more represents area at risk within both models. The July model
displays the majority of the state at the required WDU accumulation level while the
September model displays virtually no thermal support for WNV transmission risk.
Additionally, the June – September additive model represents the percent of
Montana susceptible for WNV transmission at the end of the summer based upon
accumulated WDUs. The model shows that by the end of September about 82% of the
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state was determined to be viable for West Nile virus transmission while approximately
87% of the state was determined to be capable of supporting virus transmission when
peak risk occurs at the end of August. Risk distribution for both models is displayed in
figure 3 in the figures titled June – August Avg Temp and June – September Avg Temp.

Discussion
The majority of the models resulted in a positive correlation between higher
WDU values and either increased Cx. tarsalis presence or higher WNV human infection
counts. This indicates that WNV distribution throughout Montana is thermally
regulated. Both modeling approaches, monthly and additive, were best correlated with
WDU models constructed from average temperature data rather than maximum or
minimum data, and the June – September additive model strongly correlated to county
WNV human incidences collected in 2003 and 2007. This relationship provides insight
into WNV occurrence throughout the state and creates further knowledge of WNV
awareness, safety, and prevention.

Data Representation
Utilizing the West Nile virus development unit concept, not only can
transmission risk throughout Montana be visualized within GIS, but magnitudes of risk
can be quantified through the use of risk gradients that are based on the extrinsic
incubation period (EIP) of Cx. tarsalis. The EIP represents “the time from ingestion of an
infectious bloodmeal until a mosquito is capable of transmitting an acquired arbovirus
infection”, such as WNV. (Reisen et al. 2006). Therefore, the rate of virus transmission
within Cx. tarsalis is determined by its EIP specific to WNV. As observed in Reisen et al
(2006), titers of WNV within infected Cx. tarsalis females have been identified to
increase significantly as a function of time and incubation temperature. Additionally,
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Reisen et al (2006) observed that “females held at warm temperatures had significantly
higher WNV titer in mosquito bodies than those held at cooler temperatures” further
reflecting accelerated virus growth at warm temperatures. This relation was observed
to increase linearly as a function of temperature and virus development, thus the EIP
rate of WNV within Cx. tarsalis is dependent upon temperature and will shorten or
lengthen in development time accordingly.

In order to account for the dynamic

relationship between WNV development and temperature, a degree day modeling
approach was utilized based upon requirements calculated for a specific EIP.
Reisen et al (2006) determined two different EIP rates that distinguish thermal
and temporal requirements for WNV development in Cx. tarsalis, and are dependent
upon the number of female Cx. tarsalis capable of transmission. The EIP50 accounts for
the amount of “time from ingestion of the infectious bloodmeal until 50% of infected
females were capable of transmission” and was thus labeled the median EIP. The
second rate, EIP10, tested for the amount of time required until only 10% of the infected
females were capable of transmission (Reisen et al. 2006). Through linear regression,
base temperatures and degree day requirements were calculated for the two separate
EIP rates as functions of temperature. The median rate was determined to require an
EIP of 109 degree days with a base temperature of 14.3 °C while the EIP 10 was found to
require an EIP of 107.6 degree days at 12.6 °C (Reisen et al. 2006). Reisen et al (2006)
further determined that the y-intercept and the slope of the EIP10 did not differ
statistically from those of the median EIP thus the two EIP values were considered
similar. Due to the statistical consistency between the two EIP rates discovered by
Reisen et al (2006), the 10% transmission EIP was utilized in this research for calculating
the degree day and WDU models.
Degree day units were calculated from each temperature model by subtracting a
base temperature of 12.6 °C, which was gathered from the EIP10. This created models
that are based upon the temperature threshold below which virus development will not
proceed in Cx. tarsalis, and also accounted for areas of thermal excess that held
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temperatures above 12.6 °C. Because of the linear relationship between temperature
and the amount of time required for virus transmission, an increase in temperature will
cause a shortened EIP. The degree day models accounts for the dynamic relationship by
creating a degree day unit based off the temperature requirement of 12.6 °C. If an area
fails to meet the temperature threshold of 12.6 °C then the area accumulates no degree
day units. Likewise, if an area surpasses the base temperature requirement for the
model then it may accumulate multiple degree day units. Thus, the thermal availability
in a single day of temperature greater than 12.6 °C will correspond to multiple days’
worth of 12.6 °C temperature rather than the single day of elevated temperature. As a
result the area of elevated temperature will accumulate multiple degree day units.
The WDU models were based upon the Heartworm Development Unit (HDU)
models created by Vezzani and Carbajo (2006) for analyzing heartworm risk throughout
Argentina. They utilized the unit temperature per day concept of the degree day
models while developing HDUs based upon the thermal requirements for microfilaria
development in mosquitoes. The WDUs utilized in my research act similar to the HDU
models developed in Vezzani and Carbajo (2006), although the WDU models were
derived from the thermal requirements of WNV transmission via Cx. tarsalis and also are
capable of observing accumulated degree day units over varying time periods through
the analysis of the additive models. By analyzing the number of accumulated units over
a period of time, the WDU models can determine whether 107.6 degree day units have
accumulated to allow for WNV transmission. Therefore, the WDUs indicate areas of risk
based upon whether thermal and temporal requirements have been met to
accommodate virus transmission. Moreover, areas with extreme thermal availability
acquire more WDUs and thus exhibit higher risk of virus transmission. Since the EIP 10
utilized for WDU model calculations requires 107.6 degree days, a risk gradient was
developed for the models to represent magnitudes of the required 107.6 degree days.
Therefore, an area with 215.2 WDUs exhibits twice the risk of WNV transmission than
an area with only 107.6 WDUs.
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Virus activity observed by Reisen et al (2006) did not commence until the EIP
decreased in duration to a point where the virus could be transmitted within two
gonotrophic (reproductive) cycles. Therefore, the EIP risk zones signify intervals of the
EIP10 degree day rate for Cx. tarsalis indicating the number of potential gonotrophic
cycles that are available within a given period of time. A higher WDU risk gradient will
therefore account for a larger magnitude of the required 107.6 DDs available for virus
transmission, which in turn indicates more potential gonotrophic cycles that produce
larger Cx. tarsalis populations and lead to increased WNV transmission.

Model Representation
Cx. tarsalis prevalence and WNV transmission risk were spatially modeled across
Montana at varying time scales within the limits of June, July, August, and September.
Individual month long models were created for each month and an additive approach
was utilized that grouped multiple months into single time scales.
The monthly models illustrate an area’s ability to support WNV development
based solely upon the temperature availability within a single month. These models
assume a mosquito vector period of 30-31 days (the length of the month) and thus
there is no risk of transmission if an area accumulates 107.6 WDUs or greater in more
than 30-31 days. This establishes the thermal influence of each month separately and
indicates how a single month may influence an additive model with a larger time scale.
Overall, it shows the possibility of transmission based solely upon the thermal
availability of that month. Figure 2 displays the monthly models for June, July, August,
and September.
While the monthly models are a good indication for monthly WNV transmission
potential, WNV is said to be cyclical between reservoir hosts (birds) and vectors
(mosquito) (Tachiiri et al. 2006). Therefore, virus transmission can occur when “infected
mosquitoes bite birds and infect them with WNV. Or, alternatively, viremic birds are
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bitten by naïve mosquitoes and these mosquitoes in turn are infected and pass the virus
onto their offspring or other birds that they feed upon. This vector reservoir cycle can
repeat itself several times during the WNV season, resulting in amplified levels of virus
in the mosquito and bird populations” (Tachiiri et al. 2006). Therefore, the virus will
continue to be passed onward to future generations as long as thermal conditions
continue to be met. This causes WNV to persist longer into the summer than periods of
30 or 31 days and indicates the need for models that utilize additive time scales and can
essentially delineate the entire seasonality of virus activity. Therefore, the additive
modeling approach determined the change of transmission risk throughout the summer
by providing multiple 30 or 31 day time windows, accounting for continuing thermal
availability across multiple months, and resulted in larger time periods of WDU
accumulation. The additive models for June – September are displayed in figure 3.

Model Results
The West Nile Virus development unit models were validated using Spearman’s
Rank correlation tests determining whether WDU values correlated with observed
mosquito collection data and WNV human infection counts. The monthly and additive
WDU values extracted from the raster models were compared with the average
numbers of Cx. tarsalis collected per trap night at each site. The highest correlation
values should indicate which model best relates available thermal energy to Cx. tarsalis
presence and virus transmission risk.
Overall, the models based upon average monthly temperature data showed
higher correlation to Cx. tarsalis prevalence than their corresponding maximum or
minimum based WDU models. The June monthly model was the exception to this trend
in which it exhibited the highest correlation with its maximum temperature WDU
model. The July and August monthly models were calculated to have the largest
correlations to Cx. tarsalis presence and thus should heavily influence WNV transmission
within the additive models. Additionally, temperatures within both months provide
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ample thermal availability for WNV development and illustrate 80.71% and 77.85% of
the state’s area at risk within July and August respectively. These results coincide with
CDC human WNV disease counts for 2003 and 2007 in which human infections begin to
appear in July and peak throughout August when thermal availability is highest
throughout the summer (USGS: WNV). This may indicate why the July-August additive
model best correlated with Cx. tarsalis prevalence. Figure 4 displays the monthly
models for July derived from average, maximum, and minimum daily temperatures.
Developing the models with maximum and minimum daily temperature data displays
the potential thermal extremes for a time period, although the models based upon
average temperature data ultimately correlate best to Cx. tarsalis prevalence and virus
transmission risk.
The WDU models based upon maximum temperature proved best for the June
monthly model although none of the correlation values were high enough for the month
to indicate a correlation with Cx. tarsalis presence. This could be because of the low
distribution of initial WDUs in June or the smaller sample size of trap sites that were
used for the June analysis. There were only 12 sites collected in June of 2011 while 20
trap sites were collected in both July and September and utilized in their respective
analyses. Additionally, the trap sites collected in June were generally located in areas of
lower WDU values. Therefore, inadequate trapping data could explain the negative
correlation calculated for the June models by the Spearman’s Rank tests.
Further indication of insufficient trap site distribution affecting the June
correlation results is suggested when analyzing the average August monthly model,
which indicated the highest correlation out of the monthly models. When utilizing all 20
trap sites for analysis, the August model based on average temperature showed a
correlation rate of 0.62. Although, if only the trap sites collected for the June monthly
models’ are used to verify the August model then its correlation value decreases to
0.238. Therefore, limiting the August model’s verification to only the trap sites collected
in June accounts for only 1/3 of a correlation value. This indicates how a lack of trap
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sites, especially trap sites located in areas with widely distributed development units,
cause the June model to show no correlation. As a result, all additive models involving
June data seemed to be biased by the June monthly model because the additive model
verification could only utilize trap sites collected throughout all months. The June
model thus governed the number of trap sites utilized in additive model verification in
which the insufficient sample size generated overall lower correlations. Figure 5 shows
the Spearman’s Ranks correlation test results for August when using both sets of trap
sites. With this in mind the June – July, June – August, and June – September additive
models were further utilized in the analysis because they best portray WDU
accumulation throughout the summer and thus best indicate the change in WNV
transmission risk.
Correlation testing was also conducted on the data derived through zonal
calculations and further supported the use of the additive models in analyzing WNV
transmission risk.

All Spearman’s Rank tests showed positive correlations when

assessing the relation of the June – September additive model WDUs with county
human WNV infection counts and average county WDUs. This further validates the
accuracy of the June - Sept model when predicting potential human WNV infection risk
and further supports the argument that the lack of trap sites biased June model
validations thus causing the additive models to exhibit a lower correlation as well.
Therefore, the results from the zonal analysis indicate that the additive models are even
more reliable than the Cx. tarsalis per trap night spearman rank tests lead to believe.
Therefore, the additive model approach is useful in determining risk zones for
WNV transmission in that it allows for the visualization of unit accumulation at a
monthly rate throughout the summer months (figure 3). During average conditions the
lone June monthly model marks the beginning of the WNV season where roughly half of
the state may be susceptible to virus transmission. While half the state has the thermal
potential to sustain WNV transmission, in actuality it has low probability since the risk
gradient indicates that only one EIP can be supported within the month. Therefore,
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transmission must occur through one generation of mosquitoes through the month of
June.
Adding the thermal influence of the July model greatly increases the risk of WNV
transmission throughout Montana where approximately 79% of the state is at risk
during a summer of average temperatures.

WDU especially begin to accumulate

throughout the eastern portion of the state while cooler summer temperatures in the
higher elevations tend to keep the western portion at lower risk. WDUs also appear to
accumulate more rapidly within the lower elevations of river valleys. This trend can be
seen as the models progress throughout the summer; showing larger areas of risk
coincide with the locations of Montana’s major rivers.
At the end of August, the largest percentage of the state is at risk of WNV
transmission with 87% of the state’s area having the thermal potential to support WNV
development. The eastern portion of the state continues to worsen in risk while larger
portions of the west accumulate enough WDUs to indicate potential WNV transmission
potential. At this point in the summer the areas of highest transmission risk have had
high enough prolonged temperatures to support up to eight EIP cycles from an initial
parent mosquito. Factoring in the ability of offspring to reproduce and cultivate WNV,
up to 15 generations of mosquitoes are capable of transmitting the virus by the end of
August in the areas of highest WDU accumulation. Additionally, WDU accumulation
continues to be highest near major river valleys.
The end of September becomes the completion of the WNV transmission season
because September monthly temperatures fail to contribute enough thermal energy to
further support WNV development. The eastern portion of the state continues to
increase in risk as September concludes although temperatures at higher elevation
again begin to cool in the western portion of the state and transmission risks decrease in
severity. The areas of greatest concern include Bighorn, Rosebud and Custer counties
where WDU accumulation is high enough to support up to nine EIP cycles from a parent
mosquito indicating a potential of 17 mosquito generations capable of WNV
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transmission throughout the entire summer.

Hardin and Miles City are larger

population centers of concern because they are located within the largest EIP risk zones.
Glendive, Laurel, Billings, Roundup, Forsyth, Glasgow, and Wolf Point are also located in
the upper risk zones for WNV transmission and should therefore exercise caution in the
later months of the summer. Figure 6 displays the location of cities and towns with
populations above 1000 people, relative to WDU accumulation.
Zonal analysis of the June - September additive model further indicated WNV
risk distribution throughout Montana although within individual counties. Counties with
larger percentages of area in the higher EIP zones, especially within the top four zones,
indicate higher counts of WNV Human cases in 2003 and 2007. A decreasing trend
further illustrates counties with less percentage of land area in the higher zones having
less counts of human infection. This analysis allowed for the assessment of WNV
transmission risk at the county level giving insight on more specific safety precautions at
a smaller spatial scale. Figure 7 displays an example of county WDU accumulation
analysis for Custer, Big Horn, and Silver Bow Counties.
While many models found a positive correlation between temperature
requirements for Cx. tarsalis numbers and human WNV infection, none exhibited a
perfect positive correlation (e.g., rs = 1). This could potentially be due to other
environmental and climatic factors that affect virus transmission such as precipitation,
elevation, passerine bird population density, or proximity to water. It could also be the
result of the selected base temperature value used in degree day modeling being
developed by the EIP10. Using the base temperature determined from the EIP50 may
provide a stronger correlation to Cx. tarsalis occurrence throughout Montana.
Other factors to analyze include human population and travel density
throughout the state. Areas in the eastern part of the state exhibit the highest
accumulation of WDUs, and while the majority of WNV human incidences also occur in
the eastern portion of the state, certain counties with the highest average WDUs have
lower human incidence counts than other eastern counties. This is most likely due to
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population density and tourism within counties. Counties with higher population
density and slightly less WDUs should most likely accumulate higher counts of human
incidence counts than counties with extremely low population density and slightly
higher accumulated WDUs because more humans are present to become infected.
Likewise, areas with lower population density but very high mean WDUs still have
higher infection counts while areas of relatively lower Mean WDU values but high
population density have some cases of WNV infections as well. Therefore, WNV risk
modeling should consider human population density and tourism throughout the state
in order to best correlate WDU accumulation to county human WNV infections counts.
Figure 8 indicates how population density can affect human West Nile virus infection
risk.

Conclusion
Out of all of the tested models, the monthly models for July and August best
indicated Cx. tarsalis presence throughout Montana based on the results from
Spearman’s Rank correlation tests. The August and July average temperature models
best correlated with Cx. tarsalis occurrence while the June temperature data exhibited
approximately no correlation.

Overall, the monthly models based upon average

temperature data showed higher correlation to Cx. tarsalis prevalence than their
corresponding maximum or minimum based WDU models.

A problem with any

modeling approach is that models are only as accurate as their least accurate data
(Marra et al. 2004).

This best characterizes the June temperature data and its

consequent effect on the additive models’ validations since the lack of correlation in the
June data appeared to bias the Spearman’s Rank test results of all additive models that
utilized the month’s data.

Granted, further analysis with the August average

temperature model determined that insufficient trap site counts likely led to the lack of
correlation in the June models.
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The additive models provided an indication of potential West Nile Virus
development unit accumulation throughout varying time scales. Therefore, modeling
throughout the summer months using the additive approach can determine areas of risk
when WNV persists for longer than periods of 30 or 31 days accounted for in the
monthly models.

The additive model approach essentially delineates the entire

seasonality of virus activity. Zonal analysis of the additive models further characterized
WNV transmission risk throughout Montana by creating the ability to calculate the
percentage of state area at risk at the end of each month. This approach determined
that the end of August holds the largest percentage of state area at risk for WNV
transmission while the end of September marked the end of the WNV season.
Furthermore, risk gradients were created within the additive models to quantify WNV
transmission risk at a given time. The risk gradients were derived from the extrinsic
incubation period (EIP) of Cx. tarsalis which represent the amount of time from
ingestion of an infectious blood-meal until a female Cx. tarsalis is capable of
transmitting WNV.

The gradients were regulated by WDU accumulation and

represented the number of potential EIPs that can occur throughout a set time period.
Consequently, analyzing the models based upon average temperature data, the most
susceptible areas of Montana were found capable of supporting up to nine EIP cycles
from a single infected mosquito. This translates to potentially 17 mosquito generations
capable of transmitting WNV from the beginning of June until the end of September.
The additive model results indicated that areas distributed throughout the
eastern half of Montana were generally areas of greater concern in regards to WNV
transmission whereas the cooler temperatures at higher elevation kept transmission risk
lower in the west. Additionally, Bighorn, Rosebud and Custer Counties contained land
area that could thermally support the largest EIP risk zones; while Hardin and Miles City
were found to be population centers of most concern because they are located within
the same corresponding zones. Glendive, Laurel, Billings, Roundup, Forsyth, Glasgow,
and Wolf Point are further population centers located in the upper EIP risk zones and
should be kept in mind for potential human infection risk during summers of normal and
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above-normal temperatures. A further benefit of the zonal analysis was the delineation
of EIP risk zone distribution within individual counties. Finer scale risk assessment can
indicate areas within counties that need to exercise further caution in the later months
of the summer. Lastly, the zonal analysis also allowed for further correlation testing
between mean county WDUs that were extracted from the June – September additive
model and the number of human WNV infection cases collected for each county in 2003
and 2007. These correlation tests indicated a positive correlation between the two
variables and thus further validated the additive model approach.
Overall, solely modeling thermal availability is insufficient to fully replicate the
complex biology of WNV transmission via Cx. tarsalis. Yet, it still develops a preliminary
assessment of spatial WNV distribution across Montana due to the developmental
constraints temperature enforces on virus replication and vector reproduction.
Furthermore, while all models start with uncertainty in many parameters, additional
data collection will help to further validate the model and reduce uncertainties.
Additional parameters that effect WNV transmission may help to improve the model‘s
effectiveness, and further assessment may benefit with the inclusion of data
representing population density and tourism, reservoir bird population density due to
Montana’s role in the migratory Central Flyway, elevation, precipitation, and a habitat’s
proximity to water. Further research could also include recreating the DD and WDU
models using the EIP50 rather than the EIP10 in order to assess the difference in model
validation to Cx. tarsalis prevalence and human WNV infection counts. Likewise, sitespecific EIP seasonality could be delineated from the continuous data of the additive
WDU models by dividing the number of degree days within each cell by the mean
ambient temperature above the thermal minimum (Reisen et al. 2006). With this it was
possible to estimate the duration of EIPs and the duration of Cx. tarsalis gonotrophic
cycles 1 and 2 after blood feeding. Specific date contours could thus indicate the
beginning and end of WNV transmission at every location throughout Montana.
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The short and long term impacts of WNV on wildlife are uncertain, and the
current prevalence of the disease in mosquitoes, birds, humans, and other animals is
unclear. Revealing these issues will require further understanding of the basic biology,
coevolution, and environmental interactions of the virus, hosts, and vectors.
Accordingly, new approaches to computer modeling will be needed in order to
accommodate those interactions. In that regard, every insight into WNV safety and risk
prevention is valuable, and the West Nile Virus Development Unit models create a
preliminary indication of WNV transmission potential and distribution throughout
Montana. The models represent how abiotic factors, such as temperature, can govern
the seasonality and occurrence of a WNV epidemic while also providing a foundational
guide for WNV prevention and safety.
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Figure 1: Carroll College Trap Site Locations
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Figure 2: Monthly WDU models derived from June, July, August, and September average temperature data. The
monthly models illustrate an area’s ability to support WNV development based solely upon the temperature availability
within a single month. Risk of transmission occurs after 107.6 WDUs are accumulated.
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Lack of thermal availability large enough to support virus replication and transmission throughout September indicates
the end the WNV transmission season.
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Firgure 3: Additive models illustrating WDU accumulation throughout the WNV transmission season. The models are
derived from average temperature data and show WDU accumulation throughout June, June – July, June – August, and
June – September.
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Figure 4: Displays the July monthly models derived from average, maximum, and minimum temperature data.
Maximum and minimum daily temperature models display potential thermal extremes for a time period, although the
models based upon average temperature data best correlate to Cx. tarsalis prevalence and virus transmission risk. The
maximum temperature model displays the potential for WNV transmission during extremely high monthly temperature
conditions while the minimum temperature model indicates no transmission risk when low temperatures fail to meet
the thermal requirements for virus development.
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Figure 5: Spearman’s rank correlation testing of the August model using August and June trap site distributions. The first
correlation test is the original test for the August model using the trap sites collected in August. The second test repeats
the validation but using the trap sites collected in June. The August model originally indicated a positive correlation
(“Reject the null”), although the model failed to correlate when the trap site data was restricted to June trapping
locations (“Null is valid”). This figure indicates how the smaller set of trap sites collected in June affected the validity of
the June models. Any subsequent model that utilized June temperature data can thus be presumed to be biased by the
insufficient June data (e.g., additive models) which would lower the overall rs correlation values.

AUGUST
SITENAME
Bowdoin Site 1
Canyon Ferry Site 2
Canyon Ferry Site 3
Fort Belknap/Harlem
Helena Regulating Reservoir
Helmville H2O WPA1
Helmville H2O WPA2
Lake Helena 2 North
Lake Helena 3 West
Medicine Lake Bridgerman Pt
Medicine Lake Homestead
Medicine Lake HQ
Ninepipe Site 1
Ninepipe Site 2
Ninepipe Site 3
Ninepipe Site 4
Ovando Blackfoot WPA1
Ovando Blackfoot WPA2
Police Academy
Toston
Bowdoin Site 2

AUGUST
Tarsalis/Trap Night
40
8.666666667
0
301
0.333333333
3.75
1.25
1.333333333
1.666666667
1859.166667
2793
744.6
20.5
15.5
6.25
10.75
0.75
0
3.666666667
33.33333333

Rank
16
11
1.5
17
3
9
5
6
7
19
20
18
14
13
10
12
4
1.5
8
15

AUG WDUs
Avg

Rank2

716.208007
580.367126
593.287048
741.842529
712.425292
321.05194
319.285675
706.011169
704.515319
732.514709
749.36975
730.87561
604.350585
604.854187
602.499694
602.533081
346.519378
346.081512
704.84851
582.07019
725.406494

16
5
7
19
15
2
1
14
12
18
20
17
10
11
8
9
4
3
13
6

Diff Diff²
0
6
5.5
2
12
7
4
8
5
1
0
1
4
2
2
3
0
1.5
5
9

0
36
30.25
4
144
49
16
64
25
1
0
1
16
4
4
9
0
2.25
25
81
511.5

6 ∗ 𝑆𝑈𝑀 𝑑 2
𝑟𝑠 = 1 −
𝑛3 − 𝑛
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20

SUM
=n

=

0.61541

𝐶𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =

0.447

𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒄𝒍𝒖𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 =

Reject the null
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SITENAME
Bowdoin Site 1
Fort Belknap/Harlem
Helena Regulating Reservoir
Helmville H2O WPA1
Helmville H2O WPA2
Lake Helena 2 North
Lake Helena 3 West
Ninepipe Site 1
Ninepipe Site 2
Ninepipe Site 3
Ninepipe Site 4
Police Academy
Canyon Ferry Site 2
Canyon Ferry Site 3
Medicine Lake Bridgerman Pt
Medicine Lake Homestead
Medicine Lake HQ
Ovando Blackfoot WPA1
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Toston
Bowdoin Site 2
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AUG WDUs
Tarsalis/Trap Night Rank
Avg
Rank2 Diff Diff²
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11
716.208007
11
0
0
301
12
741.842529
12
0
0
0.333333333
1
712.425292
10
9
81
3.75
6
321.05194
2
4
16
1.25
2
319.285675
1
1
1
1.333333333
3
706.011169
9
6
36
1.666666667
4
704.515319
7
3
9
20.5
10
604.350585
5
5
25
15.5
9
604.854187
6
3
9
6.25
7
602.499694
3
4
16
10.75
8
602.533081
4
4
16
3.666666667
5
704.84851
8
3
9
580.367126
593.287048
732.514709
749.36975
730.87561
346.519378
346.081512
582.07019
725.406494
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SUM
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=n

=

0.23776

𝐶𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =

0.587

𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒄𝒍𝒖𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 =

Null is valid
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Figure 6: Displays the location of towns with a human population above 1000 relative to WDU accumulation.
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Figure 7: Zonal analysis results assessing the risk of WNV transmission at the county level. Custer, Bighorn, and Silver
Bow Counties were selected to illustrate County-wide WDU accumulation. Their location throughout the state is
indicated on the map below and their corresponding WDU distribution map and chart follow.
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Custer County was determined to have the largest
average WDU value out of all Montana Counties and
only contained development units within the three
highest EIP ranges.
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Bighorn County displays a greater distribution of
West Nile virus development units although the
majority of County is distributed throughout the
higher EIP risk zones. Bighorn County is ranked 17th
out of the 56 Montana Counties for largest average
WDU.
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Silver Bow County only contains WDUs in the lower
EIP risk zones. The county is ranked 41st out of the
56 Montana Counties for largest average WDU.
There has never been a reported human infection in
Silver Bow County.
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Figure 8: Map displays the June – September additive model and includes 2003 and 2007 human West Nile virus
infections per county (e.g., 2003 infection count / 2007 infection count). The graph lists the counties in order from
largest to smallest average WDU value and shows how population density can affect WNV human infection cases.
Counties with lower mean WDU values and a larger population density may still accumulate larger counts of human
infection.
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